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 56 REVIEWS

 average number per million of lightning fatalities a year in different countries.
 Thus in England i person in a million is killed annually: in France, 3 ; Sweden,
 3; the United States, 6; Prussia, 6; and Hungary, 16. The last affords a
 bright statistical side-light on the notorious character of electrical storms in
 the Carpathian mountains and Danubian plains.

 In the chapter on " Climate " the distinction between weather and climate,
 and between meteorology and climatology, is not very philosophically drawn ;
 but the author avoids the common confusion between a.factor of climate in the
 causative sense, and a constituent element of climate. Thus on p. 429 he
 says : " It is sometimes stated that the type of storm, the amount of rainfall,
 the direction of the prevailing winds, etc, are the factors which determine
 climate. This would seem to be a mistake, as it is these which constitute
 climate." Finally, a word of protest may be raised against the consideration
 of cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation under the heading of "Secondary
 Circulation of the Atmosphere " (chapter vi.). If it is'necessary to retain the
 term " secondary " circulation at all, it should surely be kept for purely local
 systems of air movement. Cyclones and anticyclones ought to be regarded as
 playing an essential part in the "primary" circulation, for they constitute the
 actual method by which this is brought about. L. C. W. B.

 Introductory Meteorology.? Prepared and issued under the auspices of the
 Division of Geology and Geography, National Research Council. New
 Haven : Yale University Press. 1918. Pp. xii., 149. Illustrations and
 Maps. Price 4,?. 6d. net.

 The origin of this work, as stated in the Preface, was the war-time need
 of providing army officers with meteorological instruction, but its usefulness
 will prove much wider than that of fulfilling the function of a military text-book.
 As it had to be prepared in a very short time with the collaboration of several
 authors, the book to some extent lacks unity of plan. Chapter vii. on " Atmo-
 spheric Optics5J is well presented, and the subject of the rainbow is handled in
 a much more interesting manner than usual, whilst the usual simplified,
 generalized explanation of a complex phenomenon is at the same time omitted.
 A useful diagram on p. 6 shows the composition of the atmosphere at different
 levels, and it is instructive to know that whereas at sea-level, where the average
 pressure is 760 mm., the percentage of hydrogen is only o*oi per cent., at a
 height of 140 kilometres, where the pressure is reduced to 0*444 mm., the
 percentage of that gas is estimated to be 99*15 per cent. An adiabatic
 diagram on p. 33, after Neuhoff, is valuable, giving the rate of change of
 temperature of air changing level both when dry and when saturated. On the
 other hand a diagram on p. 99, representing circulation between hot and cold
 water-tanks by way of introduction to the study of atmospheric circulation,
 cannot be said to represent, except in the most rudimentary fashion, any type
 of convectional movement that takes place in the free atmosphere. In a
 section of the work dealing with cloud-heights (p. 88), the atmosphere is
 divided into levels of maximum and minimum cloudiness ; but it is not probable
 that the particular levels specified would be generally agreed to, and in any
 case the subject requires closer study with the aid of aeronautical meteoro-
 logists. We are told on p. 122, in a chapter on weather forecasting, that the
 " weather for any time and place depends almost wholly on the pressure dis?
 tribution that obtains for that time and place." This statement requires some
 qualification inasmuch as it sometimes happens that very similar pressure
 distributions on two occasions are accompanied by widely different weather.
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 The general state of the weather depends, also, on the temperature and
 humidity of the air currents which may be partly independent of the pressure
 distribution, although these factors interact to some extent with the pressure
 conditions. On pp. 81 and 82 the nocturnal radiation fogs of river valleys are
 discussed as ?* summer fogs." Though such fogs may be summer rather than
 winter phenomena in the United States, they are very definitely winter occur-
 rences in the damp northern climate of the British Isles. There seems
 to be a typographical error on p. 70, where, in the explanation of the diurnal
 range of pressure, " a forced afternoon compression of the atmosphere " ought
 apparently to read " morning." L. C. W. B.

 GENERAL

 Influence of the Great War upon Shipping.? J. Russell Smith. New York :
 Oxford University Press. 1919. Pp. x. + 357. 6.r. 6d. net.

 This book is one of the Preliminary Economic Studies of the War prepared
 and published under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment for International
 Peace. It was written in 1918, during the war and under the handicap'of
 war-time restrictions on publication of certain information. Hence large
 parts of the book will require revision and extension when we can have
 fuller access to information and see the facts in a truer perspective. The
 chapters likely to be of most interest and importance now are: I. " The
 Organization of World Shipping before the Great War ;" V. on "Government
 Aid to Shipping" in all the important maritime states ; and XI. "Shipping
 Policy after the Great War." Chapter i. gives a lucid account of the liners,
 and groups of lines and " conferences," in their relations to various classes of
 traffic and to the tramp steamers. Here the author has a note on the coal
 export of Britain, which he regards as " a kind of by-product of the tramp
 steamer traffic * (p. 7) ; but his statement that" Rather than fruitless ballast, any
 owner would choose to take coal at less than cost" (p. 6) is open to question.
 Coal taken at less than cost would be ballast, and would probably be carried
 only in ballast quantities, whereas it was, in fact, taken in full cargoes. The
 discussion serves to emphasize the great importance of export coal to British
 oversea trade, since it enables Britain, in normal times, to fill the holds of out-
 going' as well as incoming tramps, and so obtain lower freight rates than if one
 voyage was made in ballast.

 In chapter xi. Prof. Smith writes of possible developments after the war.
 We are still in the period of reconstruction which he predicted, in which shipping
 policies are largely undecided ; but since we are, unfortunately, still far from
 having attained freedom from fear of war, it is safe to say that shipping will not
 be left to the free play of competition. Each important maritime state will take
 steps to maintain, under its own flag, such a minimum amount of shipping as its
 government decides is necessary. It is difficult to resist the author's conclusion
 that a policy of state-aided shipping, if developed by the leading Powers on a
 large scale, may end by driving privately owned trading ships off the seas and
 greatly increasing the waste involved in voyages made by empty ships. In
 his concluding chapter the author gives a clear statement of the fact that
 the world is now an economic unit, made so by the trade developed in the last
 hundred years. The day when any people could be self-sufficing is gone. It
 can only return if modern civilization is broken up and men thrown back to
 the isolation, poverty, and lower standards of living of the past. Prof. Smith
 is optimist enough to assert, " In 1787 the United States was virtually thirteen
 independent commonwealths, and the physical and intellectual task of
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